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Rough path analysis: An introduction 

Shigeki Aida 

Abstract. 

We explain basic results in rough path analysis and their applica
tions in stochastic analysis. 

§1. Introduction 

Let x : [0, T] ---+ ~d be a C 1-path with x0 = 0. 
Let f be a C 00-map from ~d to L(~d---+ ~m). Then the limit 

(1.1) 

Io,r(x) =loT f(xu)dxu 

N 

= ib\r:!0 2: f(xs,_J (xt,- Xt,_J E ~m, ti-l:::; Si-1 :::; ti, 
•=1 

exists. Here D = {0 =to < · · · < tN = T} and IDI = maxl<i<N(ti
ti-l)· Moreover the functional x r-+ Io,r(x) is continuous in th; tOpology 
of C1. Let p ~ 1 and define the p-variation norm of x by 

We denote by Bp,T(~d) the Banach space which consists of continuous 
paths starting at 0 with finite p-variation norm II lip· The !-variation 
norm of xis the same as the total variation of x. The p-variation norm 
defines a weaker topology of the C1-path space with x0 = 0. Actually it 
is proved that Io,r(x) is a continuous functional of x in the p-variation 
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topology for any 1 :::; p < 2. However it is not a continuous function 
in general with respect to p-variation norm for p 2: 2 if d 2: 2. Terry 
Lyons [21] proved the following continuity results: 

Let 2 :::; p < 3 and x and y be C 1 -path starting from 0. If the 
p-variation norm of x - y is small and the p/2-variation norm of the 
difference X 2 and Y 2 (see the next section with respect to the definition 
of p/2-variation norm of them) is also small, then Io,r(x)- Io,r(y) is 
small. Here Xt,t = (X2,ij (s, t)) l<i< .<d and 

- _J_ 

0:::; s:::; t:::; T, 

The iterated integral Xt t naturally appears when we approximate the 
integral Io,r(x) using Taylor's expansion. This observation leads to a 
notion of p-rough path (p 2: 2) which is an extended notion of smooth 
(or p-bounded variation (1:::; p < 2)) path. 

The aim of this paper is to introduce rough path analysis. Note that 
most of statements in this paper hold under weaker assumptions than 
we assume. In fact, the readers can easily see this for some statements 
by checking the proofs. We refer the readers to the forthcoming publi
cation [14] and a paper [8] for the details. Also I recommend [23] as well 
as [22] as good references for rough path analysis. 

§2. A continuity theorem of line integrals as a functional 
of paths 

Below, we use the following notation. CT: denotes the set of functions 
which are n-times continuously differentiable and themselves and all 
derivatives are bounded. The norm is given by 2::~0 IIV'i flloo· II lloo 
denotes the supremum norm. Let f(x) = (fj(x))l:5,i:5,m,l:5,j:5,d (x E ffi.d) 
be a (m, d)matrices valued Cg"-function. For a C1-path x : [0, T] --+ ffi.d, 
define the Riemann-Stieltjes integral 

which gives a C1-path on ffi.m. 
We consider two quantities which are approximations of Is,t(x). To 

this end we introduce the following notation. 
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Definition 2.1. Let x : [0, T] ----+ JRd be a C 1 -path on JRd. Define 
continuous mappings from b.r = {(s, t) I 0 :::; s :::; t :::; T} to JRd and 
}Rd ® }Rd by 

d d 

(2.2) x;,t = L x;)ei := Xt- Xs = L(x~- x~)ei E ]Rd 

i=l i=l 

(2.3) x2t = s, 

t i ) . d d where ei = (0, ... , 1, ... , 0 denotes the orthonormal baszs of lR . lR ® 
JRd denotes the tensor product and { ei ® ej h::;i,j:'::d is an orthonormal 
basis of it. 

Using these notation, we define 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

is,t(x) := f(xs)x;,t, 

Js,t(x) := f(xs)x;,t + ('Vf)(xs) (x;,t). 

We use the convention: 

d . d . d . . 
where a = .Z:i=l a'ei, b = .Z:i=l b'ei, c = .Z:i=l c'ei and [·]" denotes the 
i-th element. 

One may say that is,t(x) is the first approximation of Is,t(x) and 
Js,t(x) is the second approximation because 
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Is,t(x) 

= lt [t(xs) + {11 
(Vf)(xs + B(xu- Xs))d()} (xu- Xs)] dxu 

= lt [f(xs) + (Vj)(xs)(xu- Xs)] dxu 

+ lt {ll (V j)(xs +&(xu- Xs))d()- (V f)(xs)} (xu- Xs) 0 dxu 

= Js,t(x) + lt {11 
(1°(V2 f)(xs +r(xu- Xs))dr) d()} 

[(xu- Xs) 0 (xu- X8 ) 0 dxu] 

=: Js,t(x) +Rs,t(x) 

and 

(2.9) 

Let D := { s = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < tN = t} be a partition of [s, t]. Let 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

It is trivial that 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

N 

is,t(x, D):= L ft;_ 1 ,t;(x) 
i=l 
N 

Js,t(X, D):= L Jt;_ 1 ,t;(x) 
i=l 

N 

Is,t(x) = Lit;_"t;(x) 
i=l 

Is t(x) = lim fs t(X, D) 
' IDI-->0 ' 

Is t(x) = lim Js t(x, D), , IDI-->0 , 

where IDI = maxl:Si:SN(ti- ti-d· The limit of (2.13) is nothing but 
the definition of Stieltjes integral. Actually this limit exists for any 
continuous path x with finite p-variation with 1 ::::; p < 2. This is proved 
by L.C. Young [31]. The approximation of (2.14) is crucial to prove the 
continuity theorem which is mentioned in the Introduction. We define 
q-variation norms for continuous mappings from !lr to V. 
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Definition 2.2. Let (V, J J) be a normed linear space. For a contin
uous mapping 7/J : !:l.r _, V and q ;::: 1, we define 

(2.15) 

where D := {0 =to < h < · · · < tN = T} is a partition. Typical exam
ples are 7/J = X1 , X 2 which are defined by a C 1 -path. JJX1 JJP coincides 
with the p-variation norm of Xt- x 0 which is defined in the Introduction. 

Also we denote 117/JIIq,[s,t] =sup{ n=~ll7/Jt,_1,tilqPfq I D = {s =to< 

... < tN = t} }· 

For a C 1-path y, we define Y 1 , Y 2 by y in the same way as in 
Definition 2.1. We can prove the following. 

Theorem 2.3. Let 1 ::; p < 2. Let x andy be C 1 -paths on JRd with 
xo = Yo. Assume that 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

max { JJX 1 JJP, JJY1 JJP} ::; R < oo 
max{JJX 1 - Y1 JJP}::; E. 

Then for all 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T, 

(2.18) Jls,t(X)- ls,t(Y)J::; EC, 

where Cis a constant which depends on p, R, JJ'Viflloo (i = 0, 1, 2). 

Theorem 2.4. Let 2 ::; p < 3 and x, y be C 1 -paths on JRd with 
xo = Yo. Assume that 

(2.19) max { JJX1 JJP, JIY1 jjp, JJX2Jip/2, JJY2Jip/2} ::; R < oo 
(2.20) max {JJX1 - Y1 JJP, JJX2- Y 2 llp;d::; E. 

Then for all 0 ::; s ::; t ::; T, 

(2.21) Jls,t(x)- ls,t(y)J ::; E • C, 

where Cis a constant which depends on p, R, JJ'Viflloo (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). 

In the theorem above, the starting point of x and y is the same. For 
the case where x0 -/=- y0 , we have the following. 

Theorem 2.5. Let Yt = Xt + ~ (0 ::; t ::; T). Then the fol
lowing estimates hold, where C, C' are polynomial functions of JJX1 JJP 
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and ll\7iflloo (i = 0,1,2), IIX1IIP,IIX2IIp/2 and ll\7iflloo (i = 0,1,2,3) 
respectively. 
(1) Let 1::; p < 2. It holds that IIs,t(x)- Is,t(Y)I ::; Cl~l
(2) Let 2::; p < 3. It holds that IIs,t(x)- Is,t(Y)i::; C'l~l-

Let 11 be the Wiener measure on 8d = C([O, T] --+ JRd I wo = 0). 
That is 11 is the unique probability measure such that for any increasing 
sequence 0 = t0 < t 1 < ... < tz = T and Borel subsets Ai C JRd (1 ::; 
i ::; l) it holds that 

11 ( { w E ed I Wt; E Ai, 1 ::; i ::; l}) 
l 

= r dx1··· r dxziTp(ti-ti-l,Xi-l,Xi)1A;(Xi), 
J~d J~d i=l 

where p(t, x, y) = ~d exp ( _lx;_;1 2
) and x 0 = 0. The continuous 

stochastic process X(t, w) = Wt (0::; t::; T, wE 8d) defined on a prob
ability space (8d, B(8d), t.t) is a realization of Brownian motion starting 
at 0. For t.t-almost all w, llwll2 = oo although llwiiP < oo for all p > 2. 

See [29]. Therefore we cannot define the integral J0T f(wt)dwt as the 
Young integral. This integral is typical stochastic integral and is defined 
as an "Ito integral" or "Stratonovich integral" . However, note that 
Theorem 2.4 and the following theorem gives a meaning of this integral. 

Theorem 2.6. Let w(n) be the dyadic polygonal approximation of 
w such that w( n )t = Wt for t = 2~ T, 0 ::; k ::; 2n and w( n) is a linear 

function on each small interval [ 2~ T, k2-t; 1 T J . We define W ( n) 1, W ( n) 2 

by w(n) in the same way as in Definition 2.1. Let 

By Theorem 2.4, for all wEed, limn--+oo Is,t(w(n)) exists. This is 
almost surely equal to the Stratonovich integral. That is, 
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Theorem 2.7. For JL-almost all w, 

(2.22) nl_i_.~ Is,t(w(n)) =it f(wu) o dwu 

= t, (it fj(wu) o dw~) ei 

(2.23) nl_i_.~ W(n);,t = L (it (w~- w!) o dw~) ei ® ej, 
l~i,j~d s 

The integral of the right-hand side is the Stratonovich integral. 

Remark 2.8. Stratonovich integral is defined by 

i
t fi( ) d j - l' LN fj (wti-1) + fj (wt;) ( j - j ) 

J. Wu 0 Wu - liD Wt· Wt· . 
IDI-+0 2 ' ,_ 1 

s i=l 

See [15]. Here D = {s = t 0 < · · · < tN = t} is a partition of [s, t]. 
The limit exists in L2. It is not trivial that this limit equals to the 
limit of the left-hand side of (2.22). However the proof is not difficult. 
For w E ed, we define Is,t(w) and W_?,t by the limit of Is,t(w(n)) and 
W(n);,t. The functional w r--+ Is,t(w) is a version of the Stratonovich 
integral and satisfies the continuity property as in Theorem 2.4. 

§3. Proof of continuity theorem 

To prove Theorem 2.4, we introduce the following. 

Definition 3.1. A continuous function w(·, ·) : i::..r -+ [0, oo) is 
called a control function if it holds that for any 0 ::; s ::; u ::; t ::; T, 

(3.1) w(s,u) +w(u,t)::; w(s,t). 

Let w1 and w2 be control functions. Then (w1 + w2) 1/r (0 < r::; 1) 
is also a control function but w(s, t) = max{w1(s, t),w2(s, t)} may not 
be a control function. We give examples of control functions. 

Example 3.2. (1) Let p ;:::: 1 and x E Bp,r(JR.d). Let w(s, t) = 

IIX 1 II~,[s,t]' Then w( s, t) is a control function. 
(2) For a C 1 -path x and p;:::: 2, define 

(3.2) 

First we prove the following. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let x be a C 1-path on ffi.d. 

(1) Let 1 ::::; p < 2. Assume that there exists a control function w such 
that for all 0 ::::; s ::::; t ::::; T 

(3.3) 

Then 

where C denotes a constant which depends on p, II 'Vi f II oo ( i = 0, 1). 
(2) Let 2 ::::; p < 3. Assume that there exists a control function w such 
that for all 0 ::::; s ::::; t ::::; T 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Then 

IX1,tl ::::; w(s, t)lfp, 

1x;,tl::::; w(s, t) 21P. 

IIs,t(x)l = lit f(xu)dxu I ::::; C ( w(s, t) 11P + w(s, t?IP + w(s, t)31P), 

where C denotes a constant which depends on p, II 'Vi flloo (i = 0, 1, 2). 

Remark 3.4. (1) We give the proof for (2) only because the proof 
of (1) is almost similar to (2) and much easier. But here is an important 
remark. Assume that the continuous path x is of finite p-variation (1 ::::; 
p < 2) only. In this case, w(s, t) = IIX1 IIP[ t] is a control function of s, ,p 

X 1 . As noted already, the limit limiDI-+O ls,t(x, D) exists and is called 
the Young integral. The convergence can be proved by the idea of the 
proof of this theorem and the estimate in (3.4) holds. See Remark 3.7. 
(2) In the above theorem, we assume the boundedness of f and its 
derivatives. However, it is easy to check that the same theorem holds 
for 0 2-function (or 0 1-function in the case of (1)) without assuming 
the boundedness on 'Vi f (i = 0, 1, 2), for example, in the case of (2), 
replacing the supremum norm of 'Vi f on ffi.d by 

For the proof, we use the following simple two lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let N ~ 2 be a natural number. For a partition 
D = {s =to< h <: · · < tN = t}, there exists ti such that 

(3.7) 

Proof. 

N-1 

::; L w(ti-1, ti+l) 
i=1 

::; 2w(s, t). 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.6 (Chen's identity). X1,t, x;,t satisfies the following al
gebraic relations. For any 0 ::; s < u < t ::; T, 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Proof. 

x;,t = x;,u + x~,t 
x; t = x; u + x~ t + x; u 0 x~ t· 

' ' ' ' ' 

(3.8) is trivial. We prove (3.9). 

x;,t = 1t (Xr- Xs) 0 dxr 

= 1u (xr - X8 ) ® dxr + 1t (xr - Xs) ® dxr 

= 1u (xr- X8 ) ® dxr + 1t (xr- Xu)® dxr 

+(xu - Xs) ® (xt -Xu) 

= x;,u + x~,t + x;,u ® x~,t· 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3 (2). Let D = {s =to<···< tN = t} and 
assume that N ~ 2. Take a division point i satisfying (3. 7). Set 
D-1 :=D \ {ti}· We estimate Js,t(X, D)- Js,t(X, D-1)· 
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Using (3.8), we have 

Js,t(X, D)- Js,t(X, D-1) 

S. Aida 

= lt,_1 ,t, (x) + lt,,t,+1 (x) - lt,_1 ,ti+1 (x) 

= f(xt,_JXt1,_1,t, + f(xtJXLti+1 - f(xt,_JXt~-1,ti+1 
+ 'V f(xt,_1 )Xl_1,t; + 'V f(xt;)Xf,t,+ 1 - 'V f(xt,_1 )X£_1 ,ti+1 

= (f(xt;)- f(xt,_J) XLt,+1 

+ '\lf(xt,_1)X~_ 1 ,t, + 'Vf(xt;)X~,ti+ 1 - 'Vf(xt,_JX'f,_ 1,ti+1· 

Next using (3.9) and Taylor's theorem, 

ls,t(X, D)- ls,t(X, D_!) 

= [11 
{ (V f) (xti-1 + e(xt, - Xti-1)) - (V f)(xt,_J }de] xj;,_1,ti ® xL,ti+1 

+ 'V f(xt,-1 )Xf,_1,t, ® Xt~,ti+1 
+ 'V f(xt,_JX'f,_ 1,t, + 'V f(xt,)X'f,,ti+ 1 - 'V f(xt,_JXl_1,ti+1 

= [11 
{ (V f) (xt,_ 1 + e(xt, - xt,_1)) - (V f)(xt,_ 1) }de] XL1,t, ® Xz,,t,+1 

+ (('Vf)(xt;)- ('Vf)(xt,_1)) x'f,,ti+1 

= R(f,x,ti-l,ti) [xfi-l,t, ®Xf,_1,t, ®Xf,,t,+1] 

+ s(f, x, ti-l, ti) [xf,_1,t, ® x'f,,t,+1 J , 

where 

R(f, x, ti-l, ti) = 11 (foe ('\72 f) (xt,_ 1 + T(xt,- xt,_1)) dT) de 

S(f,x,ti-l,ti) = fo\'V2f)(xt,_ 1 +B(xt, -xt,_ 1 ))de. 

By the assumption on the division point ti, 

(3.10) 

IJs,t(X, D)- ls,t(X, D_l)l 

~C. ll'\72 Jlloo{ (2~(~, ~)) 3/p + (2~(~ ~)) 1/p (2~(~ ~)) 2/p} 

~ C ( 2~(~, ~)) 3/p ll'\72 Jlloo· 
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Next, we choose a division point t~ from the partition D \ {ti} so that 
(3.7) holds replacing N- 1 by N- 2. Repeating this procedure N- 1 
times, we obtain 

!Js,t(X, D) - (f(xs)X},t + V' f(xs)X'1,t) J 

::; c · t, ( 2~~·;)) 31
p IIY'2 !II= 

::; 23/PC( (~) IIV'2 fll=w(s, t)3fp, 

where ((s) = L:;:=l .; •. By the assumption that p < 3, (, (~) < oo. 
Thus, 

Since limiDI-+O Js,t(x, D) = Is,t(x), the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 

Remark 3. 7. (1) The idea of the estimate of the integral choosing 
the minimum point is due to Young [31]. However, the use of the notion 
of control function seems to be due to Lyons [21]. 
(2) In the above proof, we use the elementary fact that limiDI->O Js,t(x, D) 
converges. But this elementary fact actually can be checked by the ar
gument above. Let D' be another partition of [s, t]. Let D" be the 
common refinement of these two partitions. Let s =to < · · · < tN = t 
be the division point of D. Let D"(i) = {ti-l = sb < · · · < s~(i) = 

ti} be the division point in [ti-l, ti] of D". Note that Js,t(x, D") = 

2:::!1 Jt;_ 1 ,t;(x, D"(i)) and Jt;_ 1 ,t;(x, D") = 2:::~~-l Js},s}+ 1 (x). Then 
using the above argument, 

Therefore 

IJs,t(X, D)- Js,t(X, D")l 
N 

:S L IJti-l,t;(x)- Jt;-l,t;(x,D")I 
i=l 

This shows the convergence of limiDI-+O Js,t(x, D). This proof can be 
extended to the case of classical Young's integral. 
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We prove Theorem 2.4. We state more general results using control 
functions. 

Theorem 3.8. Let x andy be C 1-paths on ~d with xo =Yo and 
2 ~ p < 3. Assume that there exists a control function w such that for 
all 0 ~ s ~ t ~ T, 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Then 

(3.15) 

max {Jx;,tJ, IYa~tl} ~ w(s, t) 11P 

max {Jx;,tJ, IYa~tl} ~ w(s, t) 21P 

lx 1 - Y 1 1 < cw(s t) 11P s,t s,t - ' 

jx;,t- Y.~tl ~ cw(s, t)21P. 

IIs,t(x)- Is,t(Y)J ~ cCw(s, t) 11P. 

Cis a constant which depends on w(O,T),p and IJV'iflloo (0 ~ i ~ 3). 

Proof. Let N 2: 2. We choose the sequence of division points as 
in (3.7) repeatedly from D = {s = t 0 < · · · < tN = t}. We denote the 
sequence of partitions by D-k (1 ~ k ~ N- 1). Then 

IJs,t(X, D)- Js,t(Y, D)j 
N-2 

~ L I{Js,t(X, D_k)- Js,t(X, D-k-1)}- {Js,t(Y, D-k)- Js,t(y,D_k-1)}1 
k=O 

+ IJs,t(x)- Js,t(Y)J. 

By the explicit form of Js,t(x, D_k)-Js,t(x,D_k-1) and the assumption, 

J{Js,t(X, D-k)- Js,t(X, D-k-1)}- {Js,t(Y, D-k)- Js,t(Y, D-k-d}J 

~c. c c::(~, ~ 1) 3/p (IJV'2 !lloo + IJV'3 !lloo). 

Also 

IJs,t(x)- Js,t(Y)i 
~ c (llflloo + IIY'flloo(w(O, s) 11P + w(s, t) 11P) + IIY'2 Jlloow(O, s) 11Pw(s, t) 11P) 

xw(s,t) 11P. 

Taking the sum and the limit JDJ --+ 0, we get the conclusion. Q.E.D. 

We prove Theorem 2.4 using Theorem 3.8. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let us define a control function w by 

w(s, t) = IIX 1 II~,(s,t] + IIY 1 II~,[s,t] + IIX2 II~j~,(s,t] + IIY2 II~j~,(s,t] 
+ (s-1 IIX 1 - Y 1 llv,[s,tJY + (C 1 IIX2 - Y2 llv;z,[s,tJ)v/Z. 

Then all assumptions of Theorem 3.8 hold. (3.15) implies the conclusion. 
Q.E.D. 

Remark 3.9. (1) Let x, y : [0, T] -+ ~ be continuous paths with 

finite p-variation (1 ::; p < 2). Then we proved that faT XtdYt can be 
defined as a limit of Riemann sums. Actually Young proved that for 

x and y with llxllv < oo and IIYIIq < oo, where ~ + ~ > 1, faT XtdYt 
converges. Actually the above method proves this result too. 
(2) Let us consider the case where d = 1. In this case Is,t(x) = 
J: f(xu)dxu is a continuous functional in the uniform convergence topol
ogy. Actually in this case, iterated integral reads 

it (xu - X8 )dxu = ~(Xt - X8 ) 2 

and this is a continuous functional of X1-,t· Also it is not difficult to 
see that the functional x ~--+ y which is obtained by solving the integral 
equation below is continuous in the uniform convergence topology: 

(3.16) Yt =~+lot a (Ys + ~) dxt 

where a is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function. In higher dimen
sional cases (xis a path on ~d, a E Cl(~m,L(~d,~m))) too, we have 
continuity property of the map in the uniform convergence topology un
der the assumptions that the vector fields {a(x)ei; 1::; i::; d} commute. 
See [9, 15]. In this case, we do not need the iterated integrals to solve 
the equation. 

§4. The notion of rough path 

We can abstract the notion of rough paths from the discussion in 
the previous sections. Let us denote ~d and ~m by V and V' respec
tively. But note that rough path theory can be formulated for Banach 
spaces V, V'. 

Definition 4.1 (Multiplicative functional). Let T(V) = EB~a V®k, 
where va = R This space is a non-commutative algebra by the product 

(ai):a 0 (bi):a = (ci):a, 
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where Ci = E~=O aj ® bi-j and the natural sum. Also let T(n) (V) = 
EBk=O V 0 k on which the multiplication is defined by (ai)~=O ® (bi)~=O = 
(ci)~=o, where Ci = E~=O aj ® bi-j· We give the natural inner product 
on V®k using the orthonormal basis { eh ® · · · ® eik} and the norm on 
T(n)(V) by iai = E~=O jail for a = (ao, ... , an)· A map X from D.r 
to T(n)(V) can be written as X= (X~t, ... ,X;'t) ((s,t) E D..r). We 
denote the all continuous mapping X trdm D.r to 'r(n)(V) with X~,t = 1 
by C0 (D.r, T(n)(V)). X E Co(D..r, T(n)(V)) is said to have finite to
tal p-variation if IIXillp/i < oo for all 1 :::; i :::; n. Let us denote by 
Co,p(D.r, T(n)(V)) the subset consisting of all continuous maps of finite 
total p-variation. X E C0 (D..r, T(n)(V)) is called a multiplicative func
tional of degree n if for any 0 :::; s :::; u :::; t :::; T 

(4.1) 

(4.1) is called Chen's identity. 

Remark 4.2. (1) Let X be a multiplicative functional. Then x_;,t = 
x_; u + X~ t for all 0 :::; s :::; u :::; t :::; T. Hence x_; t = XJ,t - XJ,s for 
0 ~ s:::; t ~ T. We say that the multiplicative functional X is a lift of a 
path~+ X6,t (e E V). The lift is not unique. See Remark 4.5 (3). 
(2) Let X E C0 (D..r, T(n)(V)) be a multiplicative functional. Then X E 

Co,p(D.r, T(n)(V)) is equivalent to that w(s, t) = E~=l IIXill~~~.[s,t] is a 

control function. In [22], X E C0 (D..r, T(n)(V)) is said to be of finite 
p-variation if and only if there exists a control function w such that 

IX~,tl :::; w(s, t)ifp, Vi= 1, ... , n, \:/(s, t) E D..r. 

Thus two properties (i) "finite total p-variation", (ii) "finite p-variation 
are the same properties for the multiplicative functionals. 

Definition 4.3 (Signature of path). Let x : [0, T] -+ V be a con
tinuous bounded variation path*. For ( s, t) E D..r' set x; t = Xt - Xs 

and ' 

xH1 = 1t xi ® dx E y®(i+l) (i >_ 1) s,t s,u u 
8 

inductively. Let S(x)[s,t] = (1, x_;,t, x_;,t, .. . ). S(x)[o,T] is called the 
signature of the path x. The first n + 1 element of S(x)[s,t]' 

(1, x; t, ... , x-:t), , , ((s, t) E D..r) 

*In previous sections, we assume that x is a 0 1-path. But the continuity 
and the bounded variation are enough in the arguments. 
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is an example of multiplicative functional of degree n. 

Definition 4.4 (p-rough path, geometric p-rough path). Let p ~ 1. 
A multiplicative functional of degree (p] with finite p-variation is called a 
p-rough path and we denote the set of all p-rough paths by Op(V). Here 
(p] denotes the largest integer less than or equal top. (It is proved that 
Op(V) is a complete metric space with the distance function: 

The first n + 1-component of the signature of a continuous bounded 
variation path is an example of p-rough path for all p ~ 1 and is called 
a smooth rough path. The closure of all smooth rough paths in Op(V) is 
denoted by GOP (V) and the element is called a geometric p-rough path. 

Remark 4.5. (1) In Remark2.8, we define w_;t for wEed c ed. 
(1, W}t, W_,2t) (W}t = w(t)- w(s)) is an example of geometric p-rough 
path, ~here' 2 < p < 3. This geometric rough path is called the Brownian 
rough path. 
(2) For simplicity, let 2 :::; p < 3. For a geometric p-rough path X = 
(1 X l xz ) d x1 '"'d xl,i xz '"' xz,ij 

' s,t> s,t 'we enote s,t = L..d=l s,tei, s,t = wl~i,j~d s,t ei ® 
ej. Then X satisfies the following relations: for any 1 :::; i, j :::; d and 
0 :::; s :::; t :::; T, 

(4.2) 

This implies the symmetric part of X 2 is uniquely determined by X 1 . 

This suggests us another definition of subset of p-rough path. A p-rough 
path which satisfies the relation (4.2) is called a weak geometric p-rough 
path. We denote the set which consists of weak geometric p-rough paths 
by WGOp(V). Therefore we may define a weak geometric rough path is 
a continuous mapping which takes the values in Q(2) (~d) = ~d x so( d) 
which is the free nilpotent Lie group of step 2. The group multiplication 
is defined as follows: for x = (xi,xjk),y = (yi,yjk) E Q(2)(~d), 

x . y = (xi + yi, xij + yij + ~ ( xiyj _ xj yi)) . 

Anti-symmetric part of X 2 is A:~t = ~ ( x;:fj - x;,'t). Using the 

multiplication of Q(Z) (~d), we see that (X},t, As,t) = (XJ,s, Ao,s)- 1 · 

(XJ,t, Ao,t) holds. A weak geometric rough path can be viewed as a 
continuous map from [0, T] to Q(2)(~d). See [21],[13]. 
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A~t has a simple geometric meaning if X is a smooth rough path 
defined by a continuous bonded variation path x. In this case, 

A ij - 1 (it ( i i) d j it ( j j) d i) s,t- 2 s Xu- Xs Xu- s Xu- Xs Xu 

holds. That is A~1t is the signed area enclosed by the closed curve 
which is defined by the chord X8 Xt and the curve u E [s, t] f-+ Xu on 
JR2 , where xu = x~ ei + xL ej. If the path is the Brownian path, this is 
called the Levy's stochastic area. The functional x E Bp,r(IRd) f-+ A~T 
is not continuous for i =1- j,p = 2. Here is an example for p > 2. 

1 2 1 cos(n2 t) 2 sin(n2 t) 
Let x(n)t = (x (n)t, x (n)t) and x (n)t = -n-, x (n)(t) = n , 

where T = 21f and d = 2. Then the limit of the associated smooth rough 
path X(n) = (1, X(n)l, X(n) 2 ) in Gf2p(IR2 ) (2 < p < 3) is 

(1,0,~A(t-s)), A=(-~~)· 

This also implies the non-uniqueness of the extension x f-+ X. Also it is 
proved that the functional is not continuous with respect to any topol
ogy which are defined by measurable norms on the Cameron-Martin 
subspace of the classical Wiener space in [28]. 
(3) Again for simplicity, let 2 ::; p < 3. Let 1J E Bp;2,r(V ® V). 
Let X = (1, X} t' x; t) be a weak geometric p-rough path then X' = 

(1,X},t,x;,t + ¢(t) __' cp(s)) is also a p-rough path. The necessary and 
sufficient condition for that X' is a weak geometric rough path is cp(t) 
is a skew-symmetric matrix for all t E [0, T]. Hence we see strict in
clusion WGf!p(V) c f!p(V). Actually Gf!p(V) c WGf!p(V) is also 
a strict inclusion. This follows that Bp;2 ,r(V ® V) is not a separable 
space. The following example is due to [17]. Let q > 1 and f 6 (t) = 

2:~= 1 Ek2-kfq sin (2k7rt) (0 ::; t ::; 1). Here c = (sk) is a sequence such 
that Ek = 1 or -1. Then !c E Bq,1(JR). Also if c =1- s', life- Jc;'llq > 2 
which shows non-separability of Bq,1 (JR). On the other hand, Gf!p(V) 
is separable since 

1 dp dp 
{ C -smooth rough paths} = {smooth rough path} . 

Note that C 1-smooth rough path (this terminology is not common) is a 
smooth rough path defined by a C1-path. 

In the definition of p-rough path, the reason why it does not contain 
tensor elements in V 0 k for k > [p] is in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.6 (Extension theorem). Let X be a p-rough path. Then 
for any n ::;:: [p], there exists a unique multiplicative functional X = 
(1, Xl, ... 'xn) such that X~ t = X~ t for all (s, t) E t1r and 1 :::; 
i :::; [p]. We denote it by the same 'notation. Also the map X f----' 

(X0 ,Xl, ... ,XlPl,X[P]+1 , ... ) is a continuous map in the p-variation 
topology. More precisely, let X and Y be two p-rough paths. Let j3 
be a constant such that 

j3 ::::: 2p2 1 + "' -- . ( 

00 ( 2 ) ([p]+l)/p) 

~ r-2 
r=3 

Let c > 0. If w is a control function such that 

(4.3) 
. . w(s t)ifp 

max (IX~,tl, l~',tl) :::; j3(ljp)! 1 :::; i :::; [p], (s, t) E t1r, 

( 4.4) I xi - yi I < c w(s, t)ifp 
s,t s,t - j3(ijp)! 1 :::; i :::; [p], (s, t) E t1r, 

then (4.3) and (4.4) hold for all i::;:: [p] + 1. 

The following inequality is used to prove Theorem 4.6. 

Lemma 4. 7 (Neo-classical inequality). For any p E [1, oo], n E N 
and s, t::;:: 0, 

n i n-i n 
1 L s"Pt----r;- (s + t)P 

p2 i=O (~)! ( n;i)! :::; (~)! . 
In previous sections, we define a line integral along 0 1-path Xt by the 

limit limiDI--->0 Js,t(x, D). Note that we use the algebraic relations ((3.8) 
and (3.9)) and estimates ((3.5) and (3.6)) only to prove the convergence. 
By this we arrive at the notion of integral against a rough path. However, 
an integration of a one form against a rough path should be also a rough 
path. This is important when we solve a differential equation driven by 
a rough path because we use Picard's iteration procedure to solve the 
equation. 

Definition 4.8 (Line integral along rough path). Let 2 :::; p < 3 
and X= (1,Xl,X2 ) be a p-rough path. Let Xt = ~ + XJ,tt· Let f E 
C~(V,L(V,V')) (V=JRd,V'=lRm) and set 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

tNote that Xt is a continuous path on Rd starting at ~- Line integral 
depends on the extra datum, the starting point ~. 
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It can be proved that the following limits exist 

N 

(4.7) Z 1 = lim ~ X 1 
s,t IDI->O L..t ti-t,ti 

•=1 

(4.8) 

and (1, Z 1 ' Z 2) is also a p-rough path, where D = { s =to < ... < tN = 
t}. We denote I: f(Xu)dX~ = z;,t, fst f(Xs)dX~ = z;,t and 

Remark 4.9. (1) Let X = (1, XI, X 2 ) be a smooth rough path. 
Then t 

2 r -1 -1 
zs,t '::::' js Xs,u IZi duXs,u 

1 "'1 "'1 = xS,Ut Q9 xs,u2 dU1dU2 
{s<u1<u2<t} 

= 1 (!(Xs)X;,u1 + (V' f)(Xs)X;,u 1) Q9 
{s<u1<u2<t} 

(!(Xs)x;,u 2 + (V f)(Xs)x;,u 2 ) du1du2 

'::::' f(Xs) Q9 f(Xs) (1 X1,u1 Q9 Xl,u 2 du1du2) 
{s<u1<u2<t} 

= f(Xs) Q9 f(Xs)X; t , 

(2) (1, XI, X2 ) does not satisfies the Chen identity. But it belongs 
to Co,p ( .6.r, T( 2) (V)) and satisfies the following relation: there exists a 
constant C such that for any s < u < t 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

where e > 1 (in this case e = .::!. > 1). (4.10) follows from the same 
p 

argument as in (3.10). The existence of the limit of ( 4.8) also follows from 
the above estimates ( 4.10) and (4.11). The element of Co,p(.6.r, T( 2l(V)) 
satisfying (4.10) and (4.11) is called a almost p-rough path. 
(3) Let us consider the case where p > 3. Then the line integral for 
geometric p-rough path also can be defined. 
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(4) Let X= (1,X\X2 ) be a smooth rough path. Then the rough path 
J f(Xu)dXu is nothing but the smooth rough path which is defined by 

the continuous bounded variation path J; f(Xu)dXu. 

Theorem 3.8 can be extended to the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.10 (Continuity theorem of line integral as a functional 
ofroughpath). Letf E Ct(V,L(V,V')). Let X= (1,X1 ,X2),Y = 
(1, Y1 , Y 2 ) E Op(V). Assume that there exists a control function w such 
that 

(4.12) max ([X~,tl, IYsi,tl) ::; w(s, t)ifp, i = 1, 2, (s, t) E b.r 

(4.13) [X~,t- ysi,tl::; c:w(s, t)ifp, i = 1, 2, (s, t) E b.r. 

Also assume that Xo =Yo. Then there exists a constant C,C' which de
pend only on w(O, T), [['Vi flloo (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) such that for all (s, t) E b.r 

max {llt f(Xs)dX~~, llt f(Ys)dY8il}::; Cw(s, t)ifp, i = 1, 2 

llt f(Xs)dX~ -lt f(Ys)dY8il::; c:C'w(s, t)ifp, i = 1, 2. 

Let us consider a differential equation driven by C1-path x : [0, T] ----+ 

V. Let f E Cl(V', L(V, V')) and consider 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 
Yt = f(~ + Yt)Xt 

Yo= 0. 

We rewrite this equation as follows. 

(4.16) ( Xt ) ( I 0 ) ( Xt ) 
Yt - f ( ~ + Yt) 0 Yt . 

Set 

j (x, y) = ( f(~ ~ y) ~ ) E L(V EB V', V EB V'). 

Then Zt = t(Xt, Yt) E V EB V' is a solution of 

(4.17) 

Definition 4.11 (Differential equation driven by rough path). Let 
X= (1, X\ X 2 ) E Op(V) be a p-rough path (2 ::; p < 3). Then p-rough 
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path Z E Op(V EB V') is called a solution to the following differential 
equation: 

(4.18) dyt = f(Yt)dXt, Yo=~, 

if (1) Z = J ](Z)dZ, (2) 1rv(Z) =X hold. 

Remark 4.12. Let 2 :::; p < 3. Let A E L(V, V') be a linear map be
tween euclidean spaces. This induces a map from T(2 ) (V) to T(2 ) (V') by 

A(v1 0 · · · 0 vn) = Av1 0 · · · 0 Avn, 

where Vl 0 ... 0 Vn E vem. This induces a map A : Op(V) ___. Op(V'). 
1rv is a projection operator on V EB W to V and this defines a map 
1rv : Op(V EB W) ---> Op(V). 

The following theorem can be found in [22]. Actually, under weaker 
assumptions, the universal limit theorem holds but the continuity prop
erty of the solution is weaker than the following local Lipschitz continuity 
property. 

Theorem 4.13 (Universal limit theorem). Let 2 :::; p < 3. Let 
f E Ct(V', L(V, V')). 
(1) Let X = (1, Xl, X 2 ) E Op(V). Then there exists a unique solution 
to (4.18). 
(2) Let X= (1,X 1,X2 ), Y = (1, Yl, Y2 ) E Op(V). Assume that there 
exists a control function w such that 

( 4.20) 

i = 1,2, (s,t) E i}.T, 

i = 1,2, (s,t) E i}.T· 

Let Z(X), Z(Y) be the solutions whose driving rough paths are X and 
Y with the same starting point. Then there exist constants C, C' which 
depends on w(O, T), ll\7i flloo (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) such that 

(4.21) max (IZ(X)~,tl, IZ(Y)~,tl) :::; Cw(s, t)ifp, i = 1, 2, 

( 4.22) IZ(X)!,t- Z(Y)!,ti:::; sC'w(s, t)ifp, i = 1, 2. 

Remark 4.14. (1) Suppose that X= (1, X 1 , X 2 ) is a smooth rough 
path defined by a path x E B 1,r(V). Then there exists a unique solution 
to the classical integral equation: 
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The solution Z(X) in rough path analysis is the smooth rough path 
associated to this z. 
(2) In terms of p-variation distance, the universal limit theorem implies 
that the map X f---* Z(X) is a continuous (actually locally Lipschitz 
continuous under the above strong assumption) mapping. 
(3) Note that we can define a line integral for a geometric p-rough path 
for p 2 3. We have the similar kind of continuity theorem for solutions 
driven by geometric p-rough paths for p 2 3. 

§5. Relation to stochastic processes 

5.1. Brownian rough path 

Let f E Cl(V', L(V, V')) and w be the standard Brownian motion 
on V. We consider Stratonovich SDE: 

X(t, ~' w) =~+lot f(X(s, ~' w)) o dw(s). 

Recall that w(n) is the dyadic polygonal approximation of w. 

Theorem 5.1 (Ikeda-Watanabe [15], Wong-Zakai [30]). 

lim r sup IX(t,~,w(n))- X(t, ~' w)i 2dp(w) = 0 
n->oo led OstsT 

By the remark in the previous section, Z(w(n))!,t = X(t, ~' w(n))
X(s,~,w(n)). Thus 

X(t, ~' w) = ~ + Z 1 (W)o,t p-a.s. w. 

This shows that a version of the solution of SDE is a continuous func
tional on the space of Brownian rough path in p-variation distance. 

Once, this is checked using the polygonal approximation, we see the 
following theorem by the universal limit theorem. 

Theorem 5.2. Let ¢n : [0, T] x ed ----> V (n E N) be a measurable 
map such that 
(i) ¢n(·, w) E BI,r(V) for all n, w. 
(ii) Let W be the Brownian rough path and <Pn be the smooth rough path 
associated to ¢n. It holds that 

lim dp(<Pn, W) = 0 in probability. 
n->0 

Then for all p > 2 

lim HX(·,~,¢n(w))-X(·,~,w)IIP=O inprobability. 
n->oo 
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Let ei = t (0, ... , 1, ... ,0) and {fn}~=l be a orthonormal basis in 
L 2 ([0, T], dx). Let {gn I n = 1, 2, ... } = {fkei I k::::: 1,1::::; i::::; d}. Then 

cPn(t, w) =~faT (gk(t), dwt) gk(t) 

is an example. We refer the Japanese readers for this to 
Shinzo Watanabe: T. J. Lyons' theory of differential equations that 

are driven by a rough signal and its application to stochastic differential 
equations. (Japanese) Problems in stochastic numerical analysis, III, 
Surikaisekikenkysho Kokyuroku No. 1032 (1998), 1-12. 

5.2. Fractional Brownian motion 
Actually, [22] discussed more general Gaussian processes. Here we 

explain fractional Brownian motion only. 

Definition 5.3. A real valued mean 0 Gaussian process ( Wt) is 
called fractional Brownian motion(fBm) with Hurst parameter h (0 < 
h < 1) if 

1 
E[WtWs] = - (1t12h + lsl2h- It- sl2h) . 

2 

We refer the readers for the following properties to [26]. 

(i) If ( Wt) is fBm with Hurst parameter h, then E[lwt - W 8 lm] = 
Cplt- slhm t, s::;:: 0, m > 0. 

(ii) When h = 112, (wt) is the standard Brownian motion. 
(iii) (wt) is Holder continuous of order h- c:, for all c: > 0. 
(iv) (wt) is of finite i + 8-variation for all 8 > 0. 
(v) If h -=1- 112, then Wt is not a semi-martingale. 

By (iii) and (iv), if h > 112, then the sample path is more regu
lar than the standard Brownian motion and the Young integral can be 
defined. 

d-dimensional fBm is defined as follows. Let {wnf=1 be independent 
!-dimensional fBms and set 

Wt = (wi, ... ,wf). 

For 1 I 4 < h < 1 I 2, one can lift the fBm to geometric p-rough path ( 2 < 
p < 4) canonically. 

Theorem 5.4. Let Wt be ad-dimensional fBm with h > 114. Let 
X(n) = (1, X(n); t' X(n); t' X(n)~ t) be a smooth rough path associated 
to the dyadic polygonal approximdtion of w. Then X(n) converges to 
the unique geometric rough path (1, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) in p-variation distance 
both almost surely and in L1 , for any p < 4 such that ph > 1. 
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Why h > 1/4? It is proved in [22] that for any p > 4 and m > n, 

( 
1 ) (p-4)/4 

E[IIX2(m)- X 2 (m + 1)ll;j~J 2 C 2n 
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which shows X 2 (n) is not a Cauchy sequence. Also I note a recently 
published paper [27]. 

On the other hand, Lyons-Victoir [24] proved that 
Let x E Bp,r(V). Let q > p. Then there exists a geometric q-rough 

path X= (1, X 1 , ... , X[q]) such that XJ t = Xt for all t. 
In Brownian motion case, the first le'vel path of the rough path solu

tion coincides with the solution of the Stratonovich stochastic differen
tial equation. Stratonovich integral is defined for more general stochastic 
processes (including anticipating cases). See Nualart [26]. Thus, we can 
give a meaning to the solution driven by fractional Brownian motions 
using the Stratonovich integral if the solution exists. Hence, it is one of 
a basic problem to study the relation between two solutions. About this 
problem, Coutin, Friz, Victoir [6] proved the following: 

Suppose that the driving process is fBm with h > 1/4. Then the first 
level path XJ t of the rough path solution is equal to the solution in the 
sense of Stratonovich differential equation. 

Finally, I make a small remark on some works on Malliavin calculus 
(existence of density function of the law of the random variable) of fErns. 

Consider differential equation driven by d-dimensional fBm: 

d 

dX(t,~,w) = 'L,Ji(X(t,~,w))dwi(t) 
i=l 

X(t,~,w) = ~ 
Then we have the following results. 
(1) h > 1/2: Assume fiE cgo(JR.m,JR.m). 

F. Baudoin and M. Hairer [4] proved that the existence of smooth 
density of X(t) under Hormander's condition. 
(2) 1/4 < h:::; 1/2: 

(i) T. Cass, P. Friz and N. Victoir [5]: 
This studies elliptic cases and prove the existence of the density 

function. 
(ii) T. Cass and P. Friz : Densities for rough differential equations 

under Hormander's condition, (arXiv:0708.3730,August,2007, to appear 
in Annals of Mathematics). 

This proves the existence of density function under Hormander's 
condition. However the smoothness of the density function seems to be 
still an open problem. 
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§6. Applications 

There are several applications of rough path analysis to problems in 
stochastic analysis. 

We list some of them below. 
(I) Freidlin-Wentzell type large deviation 

(II) Support theorem 

Also I note that universal limit theorem and estimates in rough path 
analysis were applied in the following problems: 

(III) Weak Poincare inequality [1] 
(IV) Semiclassical approximation of Schrodinger operators on path 

spaces by the Schrodinger operators with quadratic potential 
functions on Wiener spaces [2] 

We explain (I) and (II). Ledoux, Qian and Zhang [19] are the first to 
study these problems using rough path analysis. Below, we putT= 1. 
(I) Freidlin-Wentzell type large deviation 

Theorem 6.1 (Schilder). Let f.Le: be the law of c:w, where w is the 
d-dimensional Brownian motion. Let 

I(w) = {~llwll~d 
+oo 

where Hd is the Cameron-Martin subspace of ed. Then f.Le: satisfies the 
Large deviation principle with the good rate function I: for any A c 8d, 

Now we consider the image measure of v10 by a measurable map 
F: 8d-. S, where Sis a Polish space. Suppose that F: 8d-. S be a 
continuous mapping. Let v10 = F*JLe:· Then 

Theorem 6.2. v10 satisfies the LDP with the good rate function 
J('y) = inf {I(w) I F(w) = 1}. 

The solution of X(t, ~' w) to 

dX(t,~,w) = f(X(t,~,w)) odwt 

X(t,~,w) = ~ 

is not continuous but v10 = X*JLe: on S = C([O, 1]--> V') satisfies the LDP 
with the rate function: J('y) = inf {I(w) I X(-,~,w) = 1} (Freidlin
Wentzell). 
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This is usually proved by showing that X(·,~,w(n)) is a exponen
tially good approximation of X. By the universal limit theorem, it is 
enough to show that W ( n) converges to the Brownian rough path W in 
exponentially good sense in p-variation distance. 

To be explicit, 
(1)For all 8 > 0, 

lim limsupc2 logp,"' (dp(W(n), W) ~ 15) = -oo 
n--+oo e--+0 

(2) For all a > 0, 

lim sup dp (W(n), W) = 0. 
n-+oo llwiiHd::;a 

The above application is due to [19]. Here is some extension of it. 
One can consider the same problem in more general cases. In fact, in the 
case of fBm with h > 1/4, [25] proved that LDP holds with the similar 
rate function. 
(II) Support theorem 

Theorem 6.3. Let S be a separable metric space. Let F : ed --+ S 
be a continuous map. Then 

where Hd is the Cameron-Martin subspace and the closure is taken with 
respect to the topology of S. 

Proof. c: This follows from limn-+oo F(w(n)) = F(w) for wE Xd. 
:): We show F(h) E supp(F*p,) for all h E Hd. Since F : ed --+ S 
is continuous, for any c > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that F(B0 (h)) C 
Bc:(F(h)). Hence 

Q.E.D. 

We have used that (i) Hdc suppp,, (ii) F is a continuous mapping 
from ed to s. 

Let X ( t, ~, w) be the solution to 

dX(t, ~' w) = f(X(t, ~' w)) o dw(t), 

X(O,~,w) = ~ E V'. 

We have a measurable map X(·,~'·) : ed--+ Bp(V'). 
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Theorem 6.4. 

Let H be the smooth rough path associated to h E Hd and set 

Ug(h) ={wE f>d I dp(W,H) < c}. 
Then (see also [1]), 

Lemma 6.5 ([19]). For any c > 0, hE Hd, it holds that J.L(Uc(h)) > 0. 

This lemma and the universal limit theorem imply that X ( ·, ~,h) E 

supp X*J.L. 
There are extensions of the above diffusion cases to the case of fBms: 

(1) h > 1/3: D. Feyel and A. de La Pradelli [10], 
(2)1/4 < h < 1/3: L. Coutin, P. Friz and N. Victoir [6]. 

Note added in proof: 
It is conjectured in [21] that the coefficient ? in the neo-classical 

inequality (Lemma 4. 7) can be replaced by ~. This conjecture is solved 
affirmatively by M. Hino and K. Hara in "Fractional order Taylor's series 
and the neo-classical inequality" which will appear in the Bulletin of the 
London Mathematical Society. 
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